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Available for Kindle, Nook, iPad and other e-Readers in Time for Holiday Giving

Is an Angel Looking
Over Your Shoulder?
Uplifting Tale for the Holidays
Shows Kids How They Can
Change Their World
Read what happens when a six-yearold girl meets an angel, and in doing
so, discovers her own magical inner
world.
One night Alessandra asks her mother
if she can stay up for “only five more
minutes.” Then she gets a wonderful
surprise:
Her
guardian angel,
Angelisse, comes for a visit. The
angel looks so much like a child that
it is easy for Alessandra to relate to
her. The angel explains how very
important every person is and teaches
Alessandra many other magical
things, such as the power of
visualization.
This uplifting story teaches kids that they are never alone because their guardian angels are
always looking out for them, and that children have the power to change their world through
their thoughts and deeds. This marvelous story could happen to anyone that believes! And that is
the wonderful tale of The Day an Angel Ran into My Room.
See what Amazon readers are saying about Valenzuela’s book:
"Written in a light, conversational style that kids will immediately understand and relate to, The
Day an Angel Ran Into My Room gives children a positive message which will empower them,
help them see how they fit into the world that surrounds them and the impress upon them the
importance of acknowledging the spiritual side of their natures." – Jean Fischer
"This children’s book is like none other and a MUST read for kids. It’s beautifully written in a
way that can get children to learn about angels and get in touch with their spiritual side. It’s a
cute and entertaining story about children and has beautiful pictures, allowing the readers to
become engaged. Amazing author, amazing book." – Dani
"The Day an Angel Ran into My Room is a story of love and spiritual teaching for young
children. With its beautiful illustrations and simple language it shows children that we are always

being guided and protected by our guardian angel. It's a book any child will love and want to
read many times." – Sandra Averhoff
About the Author: First-time Miami author Anabelle ValenzuelaAlarcon grew up all over the world, including Europe, the United States
and her native Honduras. For the past 18 years, she has lived in Miami
with her family. She worked in the communications field for 20 years.
She was inspired to write this book by her children and spiritual teachers
such as Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra and Marianne Williamson.
Says Valenzuela-Alarcon, "I am impressed with the reception of my
book so far. The conversion to a multi e-book format was spurred by
demand especially from foreign markets. I expect a healthy spike in
sales."
THE DAY AN ANGEL RAN INTO MY ROOM (e-Book ISBN: 978-1-62516-001-0, Kindle
ISBN: 978-1-62516-000-3) is available for $9.99 at:
Amazon Kindle: http://www.amazon.com/The-Angel-into-Room-ebook/dp/B009VQI73G/
Barnes & Noble Nook: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-day-an-angel-ran-into-my-roomanabelle-valenzuela-alarcon/1113595520?ean=2940015865639

and in multi-formats for other e-Readers through numerous vendors online.
The hard cover version (ISBN: 978-1-61897-794-6, $30.50) can also be ordered through the
publisher’s website: http://sbpra.com/AnabelleValenzuela or at www.amazon.com or
http://search.barnesandnoble.com.
WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other wholesale distributors.
Contact your representative with the ISBN for purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers,
universities, libraries, and other organizations is also available through the publisher; please email
bookorder@aeg-online-store.com.
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